Video & Web Conferencing for ALL of us
MegaMeeting.co.uk
Times are changing. We currently live in a generation of now; the way businesses are run today is nothing like
the way they were run 20 years ago. Advancements in technology have allowed businesses to communicate
with their prospects, clients and employees in a manner previous generations only dreamed about. It is because of
this advancement in technology, as well as the rising cost of transportation and travel that the necessity for online
collaboration and communication has become a crucial tool for any business that wishes to keep costs down, yet
remain 100% connected with it’s prospects, clients and employees.
At MegaMeeting.co.uk we have uniquely identified what is needed to allow more people to participate in web
meetings, as well as how web meetings can be made simple. This is why our 100% Browser Based Video & Web
Conferencing solution is the No.1 web conferencing choice for ALL businesses and organisations. MegaMeeting
removes the many obstacles organising and planning online meetings present. Our sophisticated and
high end services allow businesses to unify and bring together prospects, clients and employees, no matter
where they are located throughout the world.

Meet

What makes MegaMeeting.co.uk Unique?
100% Browser Based - All MegaMeeting products allow attendees to meet and share information over
the Internet without having to download or install any software. In order for attendees to participate in a
web meeting, all they need is an Internet browser and a broadband internet connection. This means more
attendees can get into MegaMeeting web meetings than other video and web conferencing solutions.

Remove geographical barriers

Live Online Video Feeds - MegaMeeting supports higher quality and more video options than other
Internet based video and web conferencing solutions. In addition MegaMeeting supports an industry leading
16 simultaneous live video feeds, meaning up to 16 separate individuals (or locations) can be seen at the
same time by an unlimited number of attendees in the same web meeting room.
Operating System Agnostic - Anyone that is using a Windows, Mac, or Linux based computer or device
may participate in a MegaMeeting web meeting
Unlimited Video & Web Conferencing for One Low Monthly Fee - With plans starting as low as £30
per month, MegaMeeting offers an economical solution that ALL businesses can afford. And with the option
of “month to month”, pay as you go service, you don’t have to worry about having to commit to any long
term contract.

Share

View & Annotate Documents,
PowerPoint's and Websites

Built-in VoIP - MegaMeeting allows attendees to communicate with built-in clear Internet based VoIP
audio - at NO additional charge. All that is required are standard microphones and speakers.
Teleconferencing Support - For those clients that wish to use standard telephones and mobiles wiith their
web meetings, MegaMeeting supports multiple teleconferencing options; both paid and free options are
built into all MegaMeeting web meetings.
Computer Sharing/Tech Help - Remotely control the computer of an attendee - or allow the attendee
to control your computer, aiding in training and help desk environments.
MegaMeeting Q - Have your prospects and clients directed to LIVE video/web conferencing rooms,
where your sales or tech staff will be waiting to assist them. This results in increased sales and customer
service.

Collaborate

Multifaceted Online Collaboration Tools and Features ShowMyDesktop - Participants can present information, be it a PowerPoint Presentation, an
Excel Spreadsheet, a Word document, websites via their browser. or anything else a participant
wishes to show other attendees in the web meeting.
Online Polls and Surveys - Gather real time data with spot polls and surveys.
Whiteboard - Allows attendees to annotate their ideas on an online whiteboard
Showcase Videos - Transfer videos to Flash Format and showcase them during web meetings
Outlook and Entourage Compatible - Use Outlook or Entourage accounts to create, join and
send reminders about meetings.
Highlighter - Annotate and emphasise important points in documents with the highlighter tool.
Chat - Participants can send and receive text chat, both publicly with all meeting attendees, or
privately with selected meeting attendees.

100% Browser Based
Video & Web Conferencing

MegaMeeting will reduce your costs while helping you stay connected with all of
your prospects, clients and employees
Click here for a Live Demonstration of MegaMeeting NOW
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